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1 ámom of 4 children, its my understanding you (the government) is trying to mandate
vaãcines. With my first two children, I did vaccinate because that is just what you were lead to
believe. With my next two children, I started educating myself with the controversial issue regarding
th vaccines. Basically, there has been so much change with the amount of vaccines given clear
back when small pox was an issue, and even then there was an increase of the disease. Herd
immunity has not existed in this country for decades and no resurgent epidemics have occurred. I’m
not a doctor or a scientist, however. .1 would think, effectiveness can not even be determined unless
one is then knowingly exposed to the disease following vaccination, with what research I have done, I
haven’t found.

Vaccines contains toxic poisons and chemicals that are linked to neurological damage including
aluminum, thimerosal (methyl mercury), antibiotics, msg and formaldehyde Also, lead, cadmium
glycerine,, acetone and yeast proteins

More importantly, if one of your loved ones suffer from a vaccine injury, pharmaceutical companies
and physicians hold NO medical liability. In 1986, the national childhood vaccine injury act was
formed, eliminating the ability to directly sue pharmaceutical companies or health care practioners
responsible for vaccine injuries.

Why would I even consider taking a risk with aU the research I have done?

I don’t understand what is the big deal with this issue? IF people CHOOSE to vaccinate their child or
themselves to protect themselves from a harmful disease because that is what they believe,

then why are they so concerned that others haven’t? They then would have to have faith, that
they are protected and the ones not vaccinated will then get the disease.

Why are we letting government try to tell us what to do with our children???

Please consider not passing this to “law”. Please consider people who believe they have made the
best decs1on not to vaccinate their children based on what research they have done on their own

::Thank you,
:.!1elle N.
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